
MANCHESTER GETS THE COMICS TOUCH 
 
A new comic book has just been launched in Manchester, but there's not a masked superhero or manga 

monster in sight. Instead, the specially commissioned book features 
Black and Asian people from Greater Manchester, as they explore the 
world through the region's outstanding selection of art galleries and 
museums. 
The book is conceived by internationally acclaimed artists Grennan & 
Sperandio and supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund. It features nine 
extraordinary stories of local Black and Asian people, based on visits to 
the nine galleries and museums taking part. Participating organisations 
include Imperial War Museum North, Gallery Oldham and 
the Manchester Art Gallery. 
Created as an audience development tool, What in the World? offers 

Black and Asian people the chance to tell their own stories about their experience of Greater 
Manchester's culture. Those stories also serve to debunk the view that museums and galleries aren't 
relevant to all of Manchester's diverse communities. 
One story tells of schoolgirl Heena Rana, and how excited she felt to feature in Touchstones, Rochdale's 
recent promotional campaign, appearing on banners all over town, whilst another sees Barbados-born 
Talitha Higgins helping to hoist a grand piano into Bury Art Gallery and Museum for a musical recital. 
Heritage Lottery Funding and support from Association of Greater Manchester Authorities (AGMA) paid 
for 50,000 copies of the 28-page full colour perfect bound comic book, which will be distributed free of 
charge via community and educational groups, co-ordinated by Arts About Manchester.  
Tony Jones, Heritage Lottery Fund Regional Manager for the North West, was delighted to process the 
bid, saying: "Not everyone would think that funding for a comic book is the sort of thing the Heritage 
Lottery Fund can support. 
"But we want people to be involved with their heritage, and this project is just the kind of creative 
approach that helps bring this about. 
"The book is designed specifically to reach groups who can often feel excluded from museums, and it lets 
people celebrate their own heritage in all its many forms. We're delighted to have played our part with 
funding."  
Katharine de Lisle from Whitworth Art Gallery has been involved in the project from the start and is 
enthusiastic about how the book can introduce the Greater Manchester museums and galleries to a wider 
audience. "The comic book features some wonderful stories," she explains, "and serves to highlight the 
wealth of material that can be seen in our museums and galleries. I find it fascinating to discover how 
different people respond to these collections and hope the book will inspire people to visit somewhere 
new".  
Artists Simon Grennan & Christopher Sperandio are fully aware that how influential individuals from within 
the Black and Asian communities talk about the museums and galleries is key to communicating with the 
communities as a whole.  
"People who are similar to the target market can deliver the most effective communication," Grennan 
feels. "For example, in our comic book, the story tellers are like the readers".  
This philosophy is further supported via the distribution of the book, which will be through specifically 
targeted Black and Asian education and community groups. 
"The comic is to be used as a catalyst," explains Grennan. "It's a teaching aid, a starting point, a catalyst 
for the totally unexpected".  
Anyone wanting to know more about the project can contact Nadine Andrews, Cultural Diversity Project 
Manager at Arts About Manchester on 0161 238 4522. 

 


